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ABSTRACT
Traffic accidents cause over a million deaths every year, of which a
large fraction is attributed to drunk driving. Automated drunk de-
tection systems in vehicles are necessary to reduce traffic accidents
and the related financial costs. Existing solutions require special
equipment such as electrocardiogram [27], infrared cameras [17]
or breathalyzers. In this work, we propose a new dataset called DIF
(Dataset of Intoxicated Faces) containing RGB face videos of drunk
and sober people obtained from online sources. We analyze the face
videos to extract features related to eye gaze, face pose and facial
expressions. A recurrent neural network is used to model the evolu-
tion of these multimodal facial features. Our experiments show the
eye gaze and facial expression features to be particularly discrimi-
native for our dataset. We achieve good classification accuracy on
the DIF dataset and show that face videos can be effectively used
to detect drunk people. Such face videos can be readily acquired
through a camera and used to prevent drunk driving incidents.
1 INTRODUCTION
Alcohol impaired driving poses a serious threat to the driver as well
as pedestrians. Over 1.25 million road traffic deaths occur every year.
Traffic accidents are the leading cause of death among those aged
15-29 years [24]. Drunk driving is responsible for around 40% of all
traffic crashes [8]. Strictly enforcing drunk driving laws can reduce
the number of road deaths by 20% [24]. Modern vehicles are being
developed with a focus on smart and automated features. Driver
monitoring systems such as drowsiness detection [1] and driver
attention monitoring [18] have been developed to increase safety.
Incorporating automated drunk detection systems in vehicles is
necessary to reduce traffic accidents and the related financial costs.
Drunk detection systems can be divided into three categories :
1. Direct detection - Measuring Blood Alcohol Content (BAC) di-
rectly through breath analysis.
2. Behavior based detection - Detecting characteristic changes
in behavior due to alcohol consumption. This may include changes
in speech, gait, or facial expressions.
3.Biosignal based detection - Using Electrocardiogram signals [27]
or face thermal images [17] to detect intoxication.
Direct detection is often done manually by law enforcement
officers using Breathalyzers. Biosignal based detection also requires
specialized equipment to measure signals. Behavior based detection
can be performed passively by recording speech or video of the
subject and analyzing it to detect intoxication.We focus on behavior
based detection, specifically using face videos of a person. While
speech is themost significant behavioral change in drunk people, we
can also detect changes in eye movement and facial expressions. To
the best of our knowledge, no existing work in literature addresses
the problem of detecting intoxication using RGB face videos only,
Figure 1: Video frames from the proposed DIF dataset. The
top row contains sober subjects and the bottom row contains
intoxicated subjects, respectively.
analyzing facial features to discriminate between drunk and sober
people. Neither do we have a large dataset exhibiting changes in
behavior of drunk and sober people.
The key contribution of our work is a new dataset containing face
videos of drunk and sober people: DIF (Dataset of Intoxicated Faces).
The face videos contain people with some amount of rigid and non-
rigid face movement. We extract features related to eye gaze, face
pose and facial expressions for each face video. A sequence of
these features is given as input to a RNN with Long short-term
memory (LSTM) units, which classifies it as drunk or sober. We
obtain 75.54% accuracy on our DIF dataset, determining the eye
gaze and facial landmark features to be most discriminative for
drunk person identification.
2 PRIORWORK
While RGB face videos have not been used for detecting intoxica-
tion, several other techniques have been proposed based on behav-
ior analysis. Fazeen et al [13] utilized three-axis accelerometer on an
Android smartphone to record and analyze driving patterns as well
as external road conditions, detecting potentially hazardous drunk
drivers. Speech analysis has been widely used to identify drunk peo-
ple. The INTERSPEECH 2011 Speaker State Challenge [22] provides
an Alcohol Language Corpus dataset for intoxication detection. Bi-
adsy et al [4] treat intoxicated speech as a different accent of a
language and use phonetic, phonotactic and prosodic cues to de-
tect intoxication. Koukiou et al. [17] utilized thermal images and
analyzed the difference in thermal illumination in several areas of
the face to detect intoxication.
Studies have shown that alcohol consumption leads to changes in
facial expression of emotions [5] and significant differences in eye
movement patterns [23]. Drowsiness and fatigue are also observed
after alcohol consumption [14]. These changes in eye movement
and facial expressions can be analyzed using face videos of drunk
and sober people. Affective analysis has been successfully used
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to detect complex mental states such as depression, psychological
distress and truthfulness [6] [11].
Figure 2: Symptoms of fatigue observed in faces from the
drunk category in DIF dataset.
A review of face expression and emotion recognition techniques
is necessary in order to implement a system for detecting intoxi-
cation using face videos. The early attempts to parameterize facial
behavior led to the development of Facial Action Coding System
(FACS) [10] and Facial Animation parameters (FAPs) [25]. The Cohn-
Kanade Database [15] and MMI Facial Expression Database [19]
provided videos of facial expressions annotated with action units.
Recent submissions to Emotion Recognition In The Wild Challenge
by Dhall et al. [7] have focused on deep learning based techniques
for affective analysis. In EmotiW 2015, Kahou et al. [9] used Recur-
rent Neural Network (RNN) combined with a CNN for modelling
temporal features. In EmotiW 2016, Fan et al. [12] used RNN in
combination with 3D convolutional networks (C3D) to encode ap-
pearance and motion information, achieving state-of-the art per-
formance. Using a CNN to extract features for a sequence and
classifying it with RNN perform well on emotion recognition tasks.
A similar approach can be used for drunk person identification. The
OpenFace toolkit [3] by Baltrusaitis et al. can be used to extract
features related to eye gaze [26], facial landmarks [2] and face pose.
3 DATASET COLLECTION
Our work consists of collection, processing and analysis of a new
dataset of drunk and sober face videos. We present DIF (Dataset of
Intoxicated Faces) for drunk person identification. The dataset urls
and features will be made publicly available.
By collecting this dataset, we aim to analyze the difference in
facial features of a drunk and sober person. Hence, we try to search
for online videos of people exhibiting facial movements and expres-
sions in drunk and sober conditions. We use search queries such as
’drunk reactions’, ’drunk review’, ’drunk challenge’ etc. on YouTube
(www.youtube.com) and Periscope (www.pscp.tv) to obtain videos
of drunk people. Similarly, for the sober category, we collect several
reaction videos from YouTube. Since the videos were recorded in
unconstrained real world conditions, our dataset represents drunk
and sober people ’in the wild’. We use the video title and caption
given on the website to assign class labels. In some cases, the subject
labeled as ’drunk’ might only be slightly intoxicated and not ex-
hibit significant changes in behavior. In these cases, the drunk class
labels are considered as weak labels. There is no such ambiguity in
the sober class labels. We collect 30 videos in the sober category
with an average length of 10 minutes. The drunk category contains
50 videos with an average length of 6 minutes. The sober category
consists of 81 unique subjects, 36 male and 45 female. The drunk
category consists of 47 unique subjects, 27 male and 20 female.
We process these videos using the pyannote-video library [21].
First, we perform shot detection on the video and process each shot
separately in subsequent stages. Then, we perform face detection
and tracking to extract bounding boxes for faces present in each
frame of the video. We also get a unique id for each tracked face.
Using these ids and bounding boxes, we crop the tracked face from
the video. Hence, we obtain a set of face videos where each video
contains a drunk or sober person exhibiting facial motion. These
face videos are of 224x224 size, maintaining the aspect ratio of the
original videos. We also perform face alignment on each frame of
the video using the OpenFace toolkit [3].
Each aligned face videos is split into non-overlapping sequences
of 75 frames, which corresponds to 5 seconds of video at 15 frames
per second. While extracting these sequences, we reject those in
which a face was not detected accurately. We also apply a threshold
based on the variance of facial landmark points to remove sequences
having low facial movement. Our final dataset consists of 1294
sequences for the drunk category and 1443 sequences for the sober
category. We have a total of 205,275 frames corresponding to sober
and drunk people in the dataset.
4 BASELINE AND EXPERIMENTS
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) - Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN) models have been successfully used for modeling and classi-
fying facial affect by Kahou et al. [9] and Fan et al. [12] in recent
EmotiW challenges. Since we need to analyze facial expressions for
the task of drunk person identification, we use a CNN-RNN model
as our baseline.
Figure 3: Representation of the LSTM RNN used for classifi-
cation.
We use a CNN for feature extraction, which gives us a feature
vector for each frame in a sequence. In order to model the spatio-
temporal changes which can discriminate between sober and drunk
faces, we learn a RNN with Long short-term memory (LSTM) units.
The LSTM network takes the features extracted for a sequence of
video frames as input to classify the person as drunk or sober.
We use a single layer LSTM network with 256 dimensional out-
put. This is connected to a single dense layer with 256 nodes fol-
lowed by a dense layer with 2 nodes (number of classes).We use soft-
max activation with cross entropy loss for classification. Dropout is
used for regularization. We tune hyperparameters such as dropout
rate, number of hidden nodes and batch size to obtain best perfor-
mance.
4.1 Experimental Protocol
The DIF dataset contains 2737 sequences across two classes. The
drunk class contains 1294 sequences and the sober class contains
1443 sequences. Classification accuracy is used as the performance
measure. However, since we have only two classes, poor classi-
fication accuracy for one class might still result in high overall
accuracy. Hence, the recall values are also reported for each class.
Five-fold cross validation is used to evaluate a model’s classification
performance. The test set contains 20% of the dataset, and train
set contains the remaining 80%. 10% of the training set is used for
validation. It is ensured that both classes have equal number of
instances in train, test and validation sets.
While performing five-fold cross validation, the training, testing
and validation sets are not split randomly. If sequences extracted
from the same face video, containing the same person, are present
in both train and test set, models performing face recognition rather
than drunk person identification will give higher test accuracy. We
perform face embedding and clustering to ensure that the identities
present in the train, validation and test set are different. However,
the face clustering procedure is not 100% accurate and there may be
some identity overlap between the sets. While training, we save the
model with the highest validation accuracy and use it for testing.
We perform five-fold cross validation 5 times on the DIF dataset
and report the average results.
4.2 VGG-Face Features
We use a CNN based on VGG-Face [20] is used to extract powerful
feature representation for face images. VGG-Face has previously
been successfully used for face recognition tasks. However, this may
cause the classification model to be biased towards face recognition
and perform poorly for drunk person identification.
A 2048 dimensional feature vector is extracted for each of the 75
frames in a sequence. A learning rate of 0.0001 and batch size of
32 is used for training. After 15 epochs, the model reaches training
accuracy of 99.9%, and validation accuracy of 79.3%. However, the
test accuracy is much lower at 69.3%. This is due to the VGG-Face
features being trained for face recognition rather than drunk person
identification. The network learns the identities of the people in
drunk and sober classes, and fails when new people are presented
in the test set. While the test accuracy seems good, the average
recall is 0.451 for the drunk class and 0.936 for the sober class. This
suggests that the network is simply predicting random output for
the drunk class. Similar observation is true for the high validation
accuracy. Moreover, since the face embedding and clustering pro-
cedure is not completely accurate, some identity overlap may be
present between training and validation set, increasing the valida-
tion accuracy. Hence, we conclude that VGG-Face features do not
perform well for drunk person identification.
Figure 4: Train and validation accuracy on using VGG-Face
features on DIF dataset [3]
4.3 Eye gaze, pose and facial expression
features
Using the observations from VGG-Face features, we try to extract
facial features which contain minimal amount of identity infor-
mation. The CNN models in the OpenFace toolkit [3], are used to
extract several facial features for each frame in a sequence. These
features are:
1. Eye gaze (8 values) - Eye gaze direction for both eyes and an
average gaze direction in radians
2. Eye landmarks ( 56 2D points) - Points denoting location of 2D
eye region landmarks
3. Face pose (6 values) - Angle and 3D location of face with respect
to camera
4. Face landmarks (68 2D points) - Location of 68 2D face landmarks
5. Point distribution model (40 values) - Parameters of a point distri-
bution model (PDM) describing rigid face shape related to location,
scale and rotation of face, as well as non-rigid face shape related to
face expression and identity
Combining these, a 302 dimensional feature vector is extracted for
each frame. For a sequence of 75 frames, we get 302x75 features.
These mutimodal face features are analyzed to determine their
effectiveness in discriminating between drunk and sober faces. The
class wise recall values and average classification accuracy for five-
fold cross validation is given for various features in Table 1.
We use a learning rate of 0.0003 and batch size of 32 for all further
experiments. Using all the features, we get a 302x75 dimensional
input and obtain an average test accuracy of 72.2%. However, learn-
ing is not same for both classes. The drunk class has a low recall of
0.64 while the sober class has high recall of 0.81. This suggests that
the model has failed to learn discriminative features.
On using eye gaze features only, we get a 8x75 dimensional input.
This model obtains an average training accuracy of 66.9%. After
30 epochs, the training and validation accuracy remain noticeably
low at 71.3% and 65.5% respectively as shown in Figure 5. This
suggests that eye gaze provides discriminative features without
overfitting on identity information. Using only PDM features, the
model reaches training accuracy of 92.7% and validation accuracy
of 70.8%. Similarly, using only face landmark features, we get train-
ing and validation accuracy of 93.3% and 68.9% respectively. The
Table 1: Classification accuracy and recall values for multi-
modal face features on DIF dataset using CNN-RNN model
Sequence features Recall Recall Classification
(Sober) (Drunk) accuracy (%)
Eye gaze 0.73 0.61 66.91
Eye landmarks 0.66 0.65 65.88
Face pose 0.70 0.49 59.26
Face landmarks (FL) 0.74 0.70 71.61
PDM 0.86 0.51 68.47
All features 0.81 0.64 72.23
FL+PDM 0.81 0.64 72.55
Eye gaze+FL+PDM 0.75 0.76 75.54
high training accuracies suggest that both PDM and face landmark
features provide some identity information. However, face land-
mark features provide a more balanced recall value for sober and
drunk classes. This suggests that face landmarks provide important
discriminative information related to facial expressions.
Figure 5: Train and validation accuracy on using Eye gaze
features on DIF dataset
Based on classification accuracy alone, eye landmark and face
pose features seem to provide poor results. On using all features
except the eye landmark and face pose features, we observe a high
average test accuracy of 75.54%. The classification accuracies and
recall values are comparatively lower for these features. This sug-
gests that face pose and eye landmark features are not particularly
discriminative for our dataset. While the average head movement
of subjects may change on intoxication as shown in Figure 6, our
dataset often focuses on subjects looking into the camera or talking
to a person, leading to little change in head position and rotation.
Similar to our dataset, a person driving a vehicle does not exhibit
much change in face pose. Additionally, removing the 122 eye land-
mark features improves the accuracy since the eye gaze features
provide similar information related to eye movement with just 8 val-
ues, making it easier for the LSTM network to learn discriminative
eye movement patterns.
Figure 6: Difference between average centered (mean = 0)
face pose in a sequence for drunk and sober categories.
We obtain the best classification accuracy of 75.54% for a com-
bination of eye gaze, face landmark and PDM features. The recall
values are balanced at 0.75 and 0.76 for sober and drunk classes re-
spectively. Compared to face landmark and PDM features, eye gaze
provides discriminative features without any identity information
leading to a more general model. However, face landmark and PDM
features still provide some relevant facial expression information
and improve the accuracy of the model. Based on our experiments,
we find eye movement and facial expression features to be effective
for drunk person identification using RGB face videos. Adding more
identities to the drunk and sober classes in our dataset may help us
to reduce the learning of identity information from face landmark
and PDM features, leading to a more general model.
5 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
We present a new dataset of face videos of drunk and sober people,
DIF : Dataset of Intoxicated Faces, and use it to demonstrate that
RGB face videos can be effectively used to detect drunk people. Our
approach does not require special equipment or sensors and can be
easily used in real world settings. We use a LSTM network using
CNN features as input, to classify a face video as drunk or sober.
We experiment with various features extracted from face images.
Through our experiments on the DIF dataset, we find eye gaze and
facial expression features to be most effective.
Our dataset can be further improved by collecting more videos
of sober and drunk people from online sources or in controlled
environments. The classification network may be further improved
by using models which have been shown to be effective for emo-
tion recognition in videos, such as 3D convolutional networks.
Additionally, while our work only considered facial features, body
movement and expressions have been successfully used for affect
recognition [16]. Future work may incorporate such features to an-
alyze the difference in body movements of drunk and sober people.
Speech analysis has also been shown to be effective for detect-
ing intoxication. We can incorporate audio features of the subject
and perform multimodal feature fusion to accurately detect drunk
people.
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